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At the Beginning:  
A Dichotomous Academic Existence 

“I have become my own version of an optimist. If I can't 
make it through one door, I'll go through another door - or 
I'll make a door. Something terrific will come no matter how 
dark the present.“ 

Rabindranath Tagore 

The first spark of my interest in the relationship between 
structural aspects of molecules and their properties arose 
out of two factors: a) Teaching physical chemistry to 
students at a college in Kolkata, India, and b) Carrying out 
research on the neurochemical effects of psychoactive 
drugs like morphine, pethidine on rat brain membrane-
bound enzymes and toxic effects of various organophosph-
ates on organisms. Colligative properties like vapor 
pressure lowering, boiling point elevation, freezing point 
depression, and osmotic pressure of solutions are 

properties that depend only upon the concentration of 
solute molecules or ions, being independent of the 
constitution or identity of the solute. Constitutive properties, 
on the other hand, depend on the constitution or structure 
of the substance. The American Heritage® Dictionary of the 
English Language, 5th Edition, states the following regarding 
the word constitutive:[1] 

“In physical chemistry, a term introduced by Ostwald to 
denote those properties of a compound which depend on 
the constitution of the molecule, or on the mode of union 
and arrangement of the atoms in the molecule.” 

 The subject matter of my doctoral research on 
amphetamine[2,3] was a group of psychoactive drugs 
(amphetamines) where different closely related structures 
had different stimulant property profiles. My research on 
biochemical effects of a group of organophosphate 
compounds also was a case where the major activity of 
these compounds against the enzyme acetylcholinesterase 
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(AChE) was guided mainly by the electronic structure of the 
molecules.[4,5] More subtle effects of minor structural 
changes on biological property were observable in the action 
of drugs like morphine and its antagonist naloxone.[6,7] 

Biochemical and Pharmacological 
Observations on the Relationship 

Between Structure and Biological Activity  
For almost a century various researcher in biochemistry 
and pharmacology generated data on the relation between 
molecular structure and bioactivity. Probably one of the 
earliest was the 1928 finding of Quastel and Wooldridge[8] 
that malonic acid competitively inhibited the activity of the 
Krebs cycle enzyme succinic dehydrogenase. Although the 
substrate succinic acid and the inhibitor malonic acid 
differed by one ( –CH2) group the active site of the enzyme 
still recognized malonic acid. The antibiotic penicillin 
inhibits cell wall biosynthesis in bacteria by interfering with 
the transpeptidation reaction responsible for the cross-
linking of mucopeptide chains in the cell wall polymer. This 
is attributed to its putative structural similarity to the  
D-alanyl-D-alanine portion of the peptide chain.[9,10] The 
western world is now going through a serious public health 
crisis of the abuse and overdose death of opioid drugs like 
morphine, fentanyl[10–12] killing thousands of persons every 
year in the USA alone.  
 The effective opioid receptor antagonist naloxone or 
Narcan is used routinely to treat overdose patients. This 
action of naloxone originates from its structural similarity 
to the agonists producing at the same time no mood altering 
or pain killing effects of the agonists. The antagonistic effects 
happen by virtue of competitive displacement of the 
agonist opioid molecules as well as the blockage of opioid 
access to the receptor sites. We are living now in an age of 

frequently emerging epidemics and pandemics like Bird Flu, 
Swine flu as well as coronaviruses, the Severe Acute 
Respiratory Syndrome (SARS), Middle East Respiratory 
Syndrome (MERS), and severe acute respiratory syndrome 
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2 or COVID-19) being some latest 
instances of the twenty first century. The enzyme neur-
aminidase is critical for the life cycle of the influenza virus. 
Analogs or chemicals structurally similar to sialic acid  
(N-acetylneuraminic acid) have been developed as potential 
treatment for influenza infection.[13] 

THE HANSCH QSAR MODEL: Connecting 
the Dots in the Linear Free Energy Related 

(LFER) Approach  
While wondering about why some physical properties were 
more dependent on structure as compared to others I 
accidentally came across the work of Corwin Hansch[14] 
where he used a combination of electronic, steric, and 
hydrophobic aspects of structures in correlating physical as 
well as biological properties of molecules. This approach 
arose by “connecting the dots” of the different physical 
organic chemistry methods in bringing together steric, 
electronic, and hydrophobic factors used separately in 
relating structural changes to the chemical reactivity of 
molecules as shown in Figure 1. 
 This gave me some understanding of the physical/ 
structural basis of what we call structure-activity relationship.  

Chemical graph theory research by our 
Kolkata group  

Around 1974 I started doing research on the development 
of information-theoretic indices of chemical graphs and 
their applications in QSAR in collaboration with Dr. A. Roy 
of Jadavpur University, Kolkata, India. In this research we 

 

 

Figure 1. Short history (1868 to date) of the development of linear free energy relationship (LFER) approach to quantitative 
structure-activity relationship modeling. For more information please see Refs [14,15]. In this approach, a property (P1) is 
estimated from another available property (P2) or a combination of other properties. 

Hansch approach 1962
bioactivity = f (steric, electronic & hydrophobic parameters)

Hammett sigma  1935

Crum-Brown & Fraser 1868: Prop = f (size, complexity)

Taft steric parameter 1956

LFER Prop-prop correlation approach:   P1 = f(P2)

Overton (1896); Meyer (1899)
Narcosis = f (oil-water partition coefficient)

Brief history of Hansch approach:  1868 – to date
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were highly benefitted by Professor A. T. Balaban’s[16]  
book “Chemical applications of graph theory” and Kier and 
Hall’s[17] book “Molecular connectivity in chemistry and 
drug research”. Through reading the book of Kier and 
Hall[17] we became aware of the important work of Milan 
Randić[18] in the formulation of the graph theoretic branch-
ing index now popularly known as the connectivity index. 
Pretty soon our team in Kolkata became familiar with the 
work of Danail Bonchev and Nenad Trinajstić[19,20] on 
information theoretic topological indices. We started 
applying graph theoretic indices in QSAR studies mainly for 
small and congeneric sets of molecules.[21–25] 
 A brief chronological account of major develop-
ments in graph theory and graph-theoretic numerical 
descriptors or topological indices is given in Figure 2. 
 The above factors informed me that chemical 
structure or molecular graph has a rich content of 
information and techniques of molecular topology are 
useful in exploring QSARs using computed graph theoretic 
descriptors. So, I formed an interdisciplinary team in 
Kolkata to work on these issues and started publishing 
results of our research[22–25,33,34] mainly on small and 
congeneric sets of molecules. 

ALL TOPOLOGICAL INDICES ARE NOT 
CREATED EQUAL: Connecting the Dots in the 
Topological Index Isle for High Quality QSAR  

“ शैले  शैले न मािण�ं मौ��कं न गजे गजे ।  
साधवो निह सव�त्र च�नं न वने   वने ॥“  

Chanakya, 375–283 BCE  
In Sanskrit  

“shaile shaile na maanikyang mauktikang na gaje gaje; 
saadhavo nahi sarvatra chandanang na vane vane.” 

“Not all mountains contain gems in them, nor does every 
elephant have pearl in it. noble people are not found 
everywhere, nor is sandalwood found in every forest.” 

 A topological index quantifies different qualitative 
aspects of molecular structure based on the model object 
used for the representation of molecules.[38,39] Often an 
index would be developed to characterize one major 
qualitative aspect of molecular structure, e.g., branching, 
complexity, cyclicity, etc. For practical applications in 
QSARs one specific index or class of indices may not work 
for large and diverse data sets. Hansch[14] used a 
combination of different physicochemical factors to derive 
acceptable QSARs as compared to one kind of property like 
hydrophobicity (log P) or Hammett’s electronic descriptor 
sigma. This author believes that a similar reasoning is 
behind the great success of Kier & Hall[17,40] in QSAR using 
combination of different topological indices. When in the 
1980s Basak tried to correlate toxicity (LC50 in fathead 
minnow) of large and diverse sets of aquatic toxicants 
using one topological index (TI) or a combination of a few 
Tis at a time or LFER descriptors like log P (octanol-water) 
everything failed. The next pragmatic approach was to use 
structural information coded in ninety (90) topological 
indices calculated by the POLLY software[41] to develop 
quantitative molecular similarity analysis (QMSA)[42] and QSAR 
models using robust methods like principal components 
analysis (PCA), ridge regression (RR) and partial least square 
(PLS) which gave satisfactory results.[43,44] 

My collaborations with Professor  
Milan Randić 

I first met Milan Randić in 1983 during the first international 
mathematical chemistry conference organized by Professors 
R. B. King and D. H Rouvray on the campus of the University 

 

Figure 2. A brief history of graph theory[26] and representation of molecules via chemicographs by Sylvenster.[27] Important 
topological indices were formulated by Wiener,[28] Hosoya,[29] Randić,[18] Kier & Hall,[17] Bonchev & Trinajstić,[19,20] Balaban et al.,[30,31] 
Basak, Roy, Harriss and Magnuson,[21,32–35] Diudea[36] and Zagreb group indices of Gutman & Trinajstić.[37] 
 

Sylvester 1878
Chemical structures are graphs

Randić 1975

Kier and Hall 1975 onward

Bonchev & Trinajstić 1977, Information index

Roy, Basak, Magnuson: 1978–83; Information indices 
of different orders (IC, SIC, CIC, TIC)

Hosoya 1971

Birth of graph theory:
Euler Konigsberg Bridge Problem  1736

Balaban J index  1982

Qualitative aspects

Quantitative graph descriptors

Triplet index of Balaban & Balaban, 1987

Diudea, 1997

Gutman & Trinajstić, 1972

A brief history of graph theory based  indices: 1736 – to date
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of Georgia at Athens, USA. Because I live in Minnesota and 
Milan was in Iowa, two adjoining states, we started talking 
with each other soon. Subsequently, in the 1990s I invited 
him to work with my team as a consultant in various 
research projects which were funded to the University of 
Minnesota Duluth with myself as the principal investigator 
(PI), e.g., an NIH grant on the design of anti-epileptic drugs, 
a United States Air Force grant in predictive toxicology. In 
the Air Force project, the funding agency gave us the 
responsibility of developing predictive models for the 
assessment of toxicity of priority pollutants from the two-
dimensional gel electrophoresis (2DE) proteomics patterns 
obtained by the exposure of cells/organism to the 
substances. In analogy with topological indices derived from 
molecular graphs different numerical descriptors of the 
proteomics maps were called by our University of Minnesota 
Duluth group “biodescriptors” which found applications in 
structure-toxicity relationship model development.[45–49] 
 Another area of biodescriptor development was in the 
characterization of DNA/RNA sequences using alignment-
free mathematical descriptors (AFSDs). I met Ashesh Nandy 
in 1998 at the First Indo-US Workshop on Mathematical 

Chemistry organized on the campus of Visva Bharati 
University, West Bengal, India. Dr. Nandy’s group gave a 
presentation on the comparison of globin genes using his 
method of plotting nucleic acid sequences. Figure 3 shows 
the different methods put forward by Gates,[50] Nandy[51] 
and Leong & Morgenthaler[52] in the graphical represen-
tation of nucleic acids. Figure 4 gives the plot of two globin 
genes of humans and lemur using Nandy’s method[51] of 
plotting described in Figure 3. 
 After the Indo-US Workshop was over I met Ashesh 
Nandy in Kolkata in January 1998, had some discussion with 
him in carrying out collaborative research on the possible 
creation of multidimensional spaces from a collection of 
different sequence descriptors in line with what we did 
with a set of 90 topological indices and a set of 3,692 
diverse chemicals[42] and invited him to join my research 
team at the Natural Resources Research Institute (NRRI, 
University of Minnesota Duluth, USA). When he came to 
Minnesota I also asked Milan Randić, Xiaofeng Guo (China), 
and Marjan Vracko from Slovenia (all three at that time 
working at NRRI as consultant/visiting scientists) to join in 
the effort to develop biodescriprtors for DNA/RNA 

 

 

Figure 3. The different modes of 2D graphical representation of the bases of nucleic acids using methods of Gates,[50] Nandy,[51] 
and Leong & Morgenthaler.[52] 
 

 

Figure 4. The 2D graphical representations of beta globin genes of humans and lemurs using Nandy’s method[51] of plotting 
described above. 
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sequences in a project funded internally by NRRI. This led 
to a few seminal papers and sparked a worldwide interest 
in this area as evident by a flurry of published papers.[53–73] 
 In the realm of practical applications of AFSDs of 
DNA/RNA sequences there have been two important applic-
ations in the surveillance of emerging global pathogens like 
the Zika, SARS, MERS, and SARS-CoV-2 or COVID-19 viruses 
and computer-assisted design of novel peptide vaccines.  
 

Surveillance of emerging global pathogens  
In recent years we have witnessed the emergence of 
numerous zoonotic viruses jumping from their usual hosts 
to cause epidemics and pandemics for the humans.[74] RNA 
gene containing organisms like the Zika, SARS, MERS, and 
SARS-CoV-2 are more prone to mutation. As compared to 
the hosts such viruses possess high mutation rates—up to 
a million times higher.[75] Such high mutation rates are 
correlated with augmented viral virulence and evolutionary 
advantage, traits considered helpful for viruses. Frequent 
mutations are occurring in SARS-CoV-2 genomes in the 
genes encoding the Spike protein, RNA polymerase, RNA 
primase, and nucleoprotein.[76] The new SARS-CoV-2 
variant, B.1.1.7, first found in the United Kingdom as well 
as others emerging in other countries are worrying  
the public health service agencies worldwide. Therefore, 

comparison of existing viral sequences with the already 
known ones can be helpful in the surveillance of global 
pathogens. Figure 5 shows results of such a study taking a 
collection of viruses - 32 sequences of MERS, 252 SARS,  
and 289 SARS-CoV-2 or COVID-19 derived from calculated 
AFSDs modeled by SOM (self-organizing map) method.[77] 
 As evident from Figure 5, the SOM model can very 
strongly discriminate among the three different but closely 
related classes of beta coronaviruses. Such AFSD-based 
models can help in the fast surveillance of newly emerging 
global pathogenic variants.  
 

Use of alignment-free sequence descriptors in  
vaccine design 

Ever Edward Jenner[78] in 1796 inoculated a child and a few 
others against smallpox by injecting them with cowpox 
vaccines of various types are being used worldwide to pro-
tect us from serious diseases as well as for the prevention of 
the spread of those diseases to others. The various forms of 
classical vaccines are made from dead or inactivated 
organisms or purified parts of pathogens. It is of mainly four 
types: (a) Live-attenuated, (b) Inactivated, (c) Subunit, and (d) 
Toxoid.[79] Because of various difficulties arising out of treat-
ments by classical vaccines researchers are working on the 
development of an alternative — the peptide vaccines.[80–83] 

 

Figure 5. SOM analysis using MERS (32), SARS (252), SARS-CoV-2 (289) using 64 AFSDs. 
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 The major steps in peptide vaccine design project 
were: a) Find highly conserved amino acid sequences of 
important viral proteins like the spike glycoprotein of SARS-
CoV-2, b) Test the conserved sequences for their potential 
immunogenicity using online computational tools, c) Ascertain 
solvent accessibility of the epitope sequence, and d) Test 
autoimmune threat potential of the sequences selected by 
steps a–c above. In the first crucial step of finding highly 
conserved amino acid sequences mathematical sequence 
descriptors were used for their selection and clustering.[80–83] 

My Interaction with Mircea Diudea:  
Brief but Highly Productive  

All that glitters is not gold—  
Often have you heard that told.  

Many a man his life hath sold  
But my outside to behold.  

William Shakespeare, 
Merchant of Venice, Act II Scene 7 

“Theories should be as simple as possible, but no simpler.” 

Albert Einstein 

I met Mircea Diudea many times during the 
Math/Chem/Comp (MCC) and International Academy of 
Mathematical Chemistry (IAMC) conferences organized in 
Dubrovnik, Croatia, both of us being member of IAMC. 
After I was elected the President of the International 
Society of Mathematical Chemistry (ISMC) I had some 
discussions on cooperation between ISMC and the 
European Society of Mathematical Chemistry which was 
also launching a journal.[84] Subsequently, in 2016 I visited 
Cluj to participate at the IAMC conference organized there 
by Mircea Diudea. After the conference we discussed about 
collaboration between my University of Minnesota Duluth 
team and his department of Chemistry and Chemical 
Engineering group in Babes-Bolyai University, Cluj, 
Romania, in the use of topological molecular descriptors in 
predicting bioactivity and toxicity of large and diverse sets 
of chemicals. We had significant collaborations and 
publications before he unfortunately passed away in 2019. 
Our QSAR collaboration involved mutagenicity and BBB 
(blood-brain barrier) entry of large and structurally diverse 
sets of chemicals.[85,86] All results of this ongoing collabor-
ation with the Cluj team are not discussed here for brevity. 
For the BBB entry data of 415 diverse chemicals,  
579 descriptors were calculated by Schrodinger[87] and 
TopoCluj.[88] The second set of 198 descriptors were 
computed by University of Minnesota software POLLY[41] 
and Triplet.[89] These latter set of descriptors included both 
topostructural (TS) and topochemical (TC) subclasses. The 
former set of indices encodes information strictly on 
molecular connectivity. The TC indices encode information 
about chemical features in addition to topological 

information. These chemical features include atom and 
bond type. Table 1 provides a list of the TIs from the Basak 
lab used in this study, along with their brief descriptions. 
 To summarize the results, both the Cluj set of 579 
descriptors and the University of Minnesota set of 198 
descriptors gave similar results. Because there were a large 
number of descriptors in both cases robust or parsimonious 
methods of statistical model building were used.[42,90–92] 
The predictive quality of the models was very similar.[84,85]  
When the combined set of 777 descriptors was used for 
model building there was no improvement in model quality 
as compared to the two sets of 579 and 198 descriptors 
used individually. It is possible that many of the descriptors 
calculated by either the UMN or the Cluj software may have 
reached a PLATEAU in the realm of abstraction of relevant 
STRUCTURAL INFORMATION from molecular structure. It is 
noteworthy that although Cluj set of indices had some 
three-dimensional (3-D) and quantum chemical indices 
they could not make much improvement in model quality 
over those developed by topological indices only as 
reported by Basak group[15] using their hierarchical QSAR 
(HiQSAR) approach.  

THE WAY FROWARD: Not only connect 
the dots, also connect the connectors  

“The current state of knowledge is a moment in history, 
changing just as rapidly as the state of knowledge in the past 
has ever changed and, in many instances, more rapidly.” 

Jean Piaget  

“To create is to live twice.” 

Albert Camus - The Myth of Sisyphus  

We are currently living in an interesting time when a lot of 
data are being generated on the effects of chemicals on 
various levels of biological organization. Property-property 
correlation using either laboratory test data or experim-
ental data based approach like the LFER method[14] cannot 
help in assessing the property/bioactivity/toxicity  
of chemicals now available in the marketplace or those 
needed for the screening of chemical candidates in the drug 
discovery pipeline. After the completion of the Human 
Genome Project[93] the omics technologies like the 
genomics and proteomics techniques are generating a lot 
of data that can be used in combination with both available 
experimental data and algorithmically derived properties 
that can be computed for any molecule, real or 
hypothetical, without the input of any other experimental 
data. A unified approach, not only connecting the domain-
specific dots, but connecting the connectors are needed. 
We envision an overarching integrative CHEMOBIODESCRIPTOR 
COMBIANTION (Figure 6) where we will take a combined 
approach through the union of different individual app-
roaches for predicting property/bioactivity of chemicals.[45,94] 
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Table 1. Symbols, definitions, and classification of structural molecular descriptors. 

Topostructural (TS) 
W
DI  Information index for the magnitudes of distances between all possible pairs of vertices of a graph 

W
DI  Mean information index for the magnitude of distance 

W Wiener index = half-sum of the off-diagonal elements of the distance matrix of a graph 
DI  Degree complexity 

VH  Graph vertex complexity 
DH  Graph distance complexity 

IC  Information content of the distance matrix partitioned by frequency of occurrences of distance h 

M1 A Zagreb group parameter = sum of square of degree over all vertices 

M2 A Zagreb group parameter = sum of cross-product of degrees over all neighboring (connected) vertices 
hχ  Path connectivity index of order h = 0–10 
h

Cχ  Cluster connectivity index of order h = 3–6 
h

PCχ  Path-cluster connectivity index of order h = 4–6 
h

Chχ  Chain connectivity index of order h = 3–10 

Ph Number of paths of length h = 0–10 

J Balaban’s J index based on topological distance 

nrings Number of rings in a graph 

ncirc Number of circuits in a graph 

DN2Sy Triplet index from distance matrix, square of graph order, and distance sum; operation y = 1–5 

DN21y Triplet index from distance matrix, square of graph order, and number 1; operation y = 1–5 

AS1y Triplet index from adjacency matrix, distance sum, and number 1; operation y = 1–5 

DS1y Triplet index from distance matrix, distance sum, and number 1; operation y = 1–5 

ASNy Triplet index from adjacency matrix, distance sum, and graph order; operation y = 1–5 

DSNy Triplet index from distance matrix, distance sum, and graph order; operation y = 1–5 

DN2Ny Triplet index from distance matrix, square of graph order, and graph order; operation y = 1–5 

ANSy Triplet index from adjacency matrix, graph order, and distance sum; operation y = 1–5 

AN1y Triplet index from adjacency matrix, graph order, and number 1; operation y = 1–5 

ANNy Triplet index from adjacency matrix, graph order, and graph order again; operation y = 1–5 

ASVy Triplet index from adjacency matrix, distance sum, and vertex degree; operation y = 1–5 

DSVy Triplet index from distance matrix, distance sum, and vertex degree; operation y = 1–5 

ANVy Triplet index from adjacency matrix, graph order, and vertex degree; operation y = 1–5 

Topochemical (TC) 

O Order of neighborhood when ICr reaches its maximum value for the hydrogen– filled graph 

Oorb Order of neighborhood when ICr reaches its maximum value for the hydrogen– suppressed graph 

IORB Information content or complexity of the hydrogen–suppressed graph at its maximum neighborhood of vertices 

ICr Mean information content or complexity of a graph based on the rth (r = 0–6) order neighborhood of vertices in a hydrogen–filled graph 

SICr Structural information content for rth (r = 0–6) order neighborhood of vertices in a hydrogen–filled graph 

CICr Complementary information content for rth (r = 0–6) order neighborhood of vertices in a hydrogen–filled graph 
h bχ  Bond path connectivity index of order h = 0–6 
h b

Cχ  Bond cluster connectivity index of order h = 3–6 
h b

Chχ  Bond chain connectivity index of order h = 3– 6 
h b

PCχ  Bond path–cluster connectivity index of order h = 4–6 
h yχ  Valence path connectivity index of order h = 0–6 
h y

Cχ  Valence cluster connectivity index of order h = 3–6 
h y

Chχ  Valence chain connectivity index of order h = 3–6 
h y

PCχ  Valence path–cluster connectivity index of order h = 4–6 

JB Balaban’s J index based on bond types 

JX Balaban’s J index based on relative electronegativities 

JY Balaban’s J index based on relative covalent radii 

AZVy Triplet index from adjacency matrix, atomic number, and vertex degree; operation y = 1–5 

AZSy Triplet index from adjacency matrix, atomic number, and distance sum; operation y = 1–5 

ASZy Triplet index from adjacency matrix, distance sum, and atomic number; operation y = 1–5 

AZNy Triplet index from adjacency matrix, atomic number, and graph order; operation y = 1–5 

ANZy Triplet index from adjacency matrix, graph order, and atomic number; operation y = 1–5 

Continued on next page 
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Table 1. Continued from previous page. 

DSZy Triplet index from distance matrix, distance sum, and atomic number; operation y = 1–5 

DN2Zy Triplet index from distance matrix, square of graph order, and atomic number; operation y = 1–5 

nvx Number of non-hydrogen atoms in a molecule 

nelem Number of elements in a molecule 

fw Molecular weight 
h vχ  Valence path connectivity index of order h = 7–10 
h v

Chχ  Valence chain connectivity index of order h = 7–10 

si Shannon information index 

totop Total Topological Index t 

sumI Sum of the intrinsic state values I 

sumdelI Sum of delta-I values 

tets2 Total topological state index based on electrotopological state indices 

phia Flexibility index (kp1 · kp2/nvx) 

Idcbar Bonchev-Trinajstić information index 

IdC Bonchev-Trinajstić information index 

Wp Wienerp 

Pf Plattf 

Wt Total Wiener number 

knotp Difference of chi-cluster-3 and path/cluster-4 

knotpv Valence difference of chi-cluster-3 and path/cluster-4 

nclass Number of classes of topologically (symmetry) equivalent graph vertices 

NumHBd Number of hydrogen bond donors 

NumHBa Number of hydrogen bond acceptors 

SHCsats E-State of C sp3 bonded to other saturated C atoms 

SHCsatu E-State of C sp3 bonded to unsaturated C atoms 

SHvin E-State of C atoms in the vinyl group, =CH– 

SHtvin E-State of C atoms in the terminal vinyl group, =CH2 

SHavin E-State of C atoms in the vinyl group, =CH–, bonded to an aromatic C 

SHarom E-State of C sp2 which are part of an aromatic system 

SHHBd Hydrogen bond donor index, sum of Hydrogen E-State values for 
–OH, =NH, –NH2, –NH–, –SH, and #CH 

SHwHBd Weak hydrogen bond donor index, sum of C–H Hydrogen E-State values for hydrogen atoms on a C to which a F and/or Cl are also bonded 

SHHBa Hydrogen bond acceptor index, sum of the E-State values for –OH, =NH, –NH2, –NH–, >N–, –O–, –S–, along with –F and –Cl 

Qv General Polarity descriptor 

NHBinty Count of potential internal hydrogen bonders (y = 2–10) 

SHBinty E-State descriptors of potential internal hydrogen bond strength (y = 2–10) 

 

Electrotopological State index values for atoms types: 
SHsOH, SHdNH, SHsSH, SHsNH2, SHssNH, SHtCH, SHother, SHCHnX, Hmax Gmax, Hmin, Gmin, Hmaxpos, Hminneg, SsLi, SssBe, Sssss, Bem, SssBH, 
SsssB, SssssBm, SsCH3, SdCH2, SssCH2, StCH, SdsCH, SaaCH, SsssCH, SddC, StsC, SdssC, SaasC, SaaaC, SssssC, SsNH3p, SsNH2, SssNH2p, SdNH, 
SssNH, SaaNH, StN, SsssNHp, SdsN, SaaN, SsssN, SddsN, SaasN, SssssNp, SsOH, SdO, SssO, SaaO, SsF, SsSiH3, SssSiH2, SsssSiH, SssssSi, SsPH2, 
SssPH, SsssP, SdsssP, SsssssP, SsSH, SdS, SssS, SaaS, SdssS, SddssS, SssssssS, SsCl, SsGeH3, SssGeH2, SsssGeH, SssssGe, SsAsH2, SssAsH, SsssAs, 
SdsssAs, SsssssAs, SsSeH, SdSe, SssSe, SaaSe, SdssSe, SddssSe, SsBr, SsSnH3, SssSnH2, SsssSnH, SssssSn, SsI, SsPbH3, SssPbH2, SsssPbH, SssssPb 

Geometrical (3D) / Shape 

kp0 Kappa zero 

kp1-kp3 Kappa simple indices 

ka1-ka3 Kappa alpha indices 

VW Van der Waals volume 
3DW 3D Wiener number based on the hydrogen-suppressed geometric distance matrix 
3DWH 3D Wiener number based on the hydrogen-filled geometric distance matrix 

Quantum Chemical (QC) 

EHOMO Energy of the highest occupied molecular orbital 

EHOMO-1 Energy of the second highest occupied molecular 

ELUMO Energy of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 

ELUMO+1 Energy of the second lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 

ΔHf Heat of formation 

μ Dipole moment 
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